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Cold Heart
Roxanne Emery

Artist: Roxanne Emery
Song: Cold Heart
Capo: 7th

This is another beautiful song by the lovely Roxanne Emery! I hope these are the

correct  chords etc. If they re not, please comment and let me know :)

Intro: (more plucking, but I really can t pluck to save my life :L so you don t
have to ;D)
G, Em7, Cadd9, C. 
G, Em7, Cadd9.

Verse 1:
                Em7                        G 
We walk into a bar to take cover from the cold,
                         Cadd9
See a face I used to know once,
                  D/F#
My body turns to stone.
                     Em7                          G
My friend grabs my hand cos she knows about this man,
               Cadd9
She says  lets leave ,
                   D/F#
I say  I dont think I can .
           Em7          G          D/F#
And then Im right back where we were.
                  Em7             G               D/F# 
You made lungs of my eyes and your face was the air.
                         Em7                 G
Walking up to me my head echoes with his name,
               Cadd9
After all these years,
                     D/F#
He still looks the same.
                   Em7                            G
He says Im looking well and Ive never know him wrong, 
                   Cadd9
this smiles just the armour,
                 D/F#
I built when he was gone.
         Em7         G          D/F#
Then Im right back where we were,
           Em7       G                D/F#
You made lungs of my body and your hands were the air.



Chorus:
          G             D
And if a cold heart feels no pain,
   Em7                 Cadd9
Then tonight Ill sleep out in the rain,
          G                     D
And if a cold heart means I cant love again,
   Em7                     Cadd9
Well, that is a price I am willing to pay.
     G    D* (let ring)  Em7*           
So tonight, Ill sleep out in the rain.

Music:
G, Em7, Cadd9.

Verse 2:
                Em7                       G
I remember the pain so I say I have to go,
                  Cadd9
Leave before he does,
                                  D/F#
Thats the one thing that I know.
                    Em7                    G
He puts his arms around me for the last time.
                 Cadd9
Please God get me outta here,
                     D/F#
The salts upon my eyes.
         Em7       G         D/F#
Then Im right back where we were,
          Em7           G            D/F#
Running away from you gasping for air.

Chorus:

          G             D
And if a cold heart feels no pain,
   Em7                 Cadd9
Then tonight Ill sleep out in the rain,
          G                     D
And if a cold heart means I cant love again,
   Em7                     Cadd9
Well, that is a price I am willing to pay.
      G                             D
Cos a cold heart could hear your name,
      Em7                   Cadd9
And a cold heart could forget your face.
     G    D              Em7        
So tonight, Ill sleep out in the rain.

Music:
G, Em7, Cadd9.



Chorus:
         G*           D*
And if a cold heart still feels pain,
Em7*                               Cadd9
At least these tears will wash away in this rain.
       G                               D
Cos a cold heart could hear your name,
      Em7                           Cadd9
And a cold heart could forget your face.
        G                      D
I hear your name and I see your face,
     Em7               Cadd9
I hear your name and I see your face.
    G D        Em7  Cadd9                             G
So tonight, yeah tonight, Ill sleep out in the rain.

:) :) 


